Belgrade Railway Junction Construction Company Ltd abbr. BEogradcvor

is Executive Agency founded in 1975 as Company of particular interest for society with primary purpose for manage, coordinate and control investment activities on implementation of Projects for reconstruction and building railway capacities of the new railway hub on the city area of Belgrade for benefit of its founders “Serbian Railways” PES, City of Belgrade and Republic of Serbia. Development of real estate projects and business activities as foreign trade are also registered activities of BEogradcvor.

Within its activities, BEogradcvor performs consulting and coordinating the participation of more subjects in the construction process, such as: design companies, contractors, institutes, universities, competent authorities etc. BEogradcvor is particularly specialized in carrying out the following activities regarding realization of the Belgrade Railway Junction Project:

- Organizing of making studies, analysis and reports;
- Preparing proposals and plans regarding the further implementation of construction;
- Preparation of investment programs;
- Providing of technical documentation and approval for construction;
- Providing of legal documentation regarding proprietary relations for construction locations;
- Preparation of the tender documentation and organizing tender procedures according Public Procurement Law;
- Monitoring, coordination and supervision on the performing works and related activities and documentations;
- Ensuring the planned cash flow for the project realization;
- Checking and certifying of periodical and final accounting of derivative works and preparing documentation for payments;
- Coordination of participants and activities on technical inspection and providing the usage permit for performed works;
- Coordination of participants and activities on handover and the final calculation for performed works.

In its own archive BEogradcvor has valid documentation for all railway infrastructure facilities and systems completed since 1975.

BEogradcvor team consists of up to twenty employees, organized into groups of technical, legal and financial affairs, led by director Milutin Milosevic.

So far, within the realization of the Belgrade railway junction is constructed approximately 100 km of new tracks, 26 km of tunnels, 5.5 km bridge structures, 4 train stations for remote traffic and 20 train stops for urban and suburban traffic.

One of the most important and the most complex facility led by BEogradcvor is first underground railway station “Vukov spomenik”, completed in 1995.

Among the most important works include the reconstruction of the main railway station “Beograd Centar” - Phase 1, completed in January 2016 from the proceeds of Lomar Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic Development.

The total value of the objects that led BEogradcvor is about 600 mil EUR.

For further information please open website: www.beogradcvor.co.rs or be free to contact us on e-mail address: info@beogradcvor.co.rs
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